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The present, invention relatesto a cathodera.y 
tube and it, has for its object to provide anim 
proved electron lens system forsuch a tube. 

In a cathode ray device, such as an electron 
microscope in which a visible image is formed by 
the action of an electron stream, it is customary 
to use an electrostatic lens system in the form 
of a plurality of apertured metallic disks, axially 
aligned and spaced, and the center disk operating 
at, a potential differing from that of the outer 
ones. One of the problems in the construction 
of an electron lens of this type is that of main 
taining very accurate alignment of the elements 
and, at the Same time, insulating one Or mOre 
elements from the rest. In particular, in lens 
Systems of this type Where the central disk op 
erates at a high voltage with respect to the re 
maining disks and their enclosing envelope, the 
problem of Suitably insulating the System aSSumnes 
major proportions. Factors Which must be con 
sidered in insulating Such a lens are the Surface 
of the insulator and itsvolume leakage, the char 
acter of the Surface from the standpoint of the 
charges building up on it, and the gas evolution, 
the dielectric structure of the insulator, and its 
ease of assembly in the cathode ray device. It 
is an object of the present invention to provide 
an improved insulating means for an electro 
Static lens System. 
The foregoing objectis accomplished in accord 

ance With one embodiment of the invention by 
providing a vitreous insulator which extends 
around substantially the entire periphery of the 
lens member operating at a high potential with 
l'espect to the enclosing envelope, but which con- 3 
tact:S Said member and the enclosing envelope at 
a minimum number of spaced points to increase 
the length of the insulating path While reducing 
the insulator area. It is found that, in the USe 
of the invention in an electron microscope, the 
operating potential of the lens System may be 
inCreased Substantially, While the task of aSSem 
bling the lens System in the micrOScopeis reduced. 
The features Which I desire to protect herein 

are pointed out With particularity in the appended 
claims. The invention itSelf may best be under 
stood by reference to the folloWing description 
taken in connection With the accompanying draW 
ing, in which Fig. 1 shows schematically a lens 

- System of the type considered in the presentin 
Vention; Figs. 2 and 3 are croSS-sectional and end 
Views, respectively, of an electron lens System 
embodying certain features of the invention; and 
FigS. 4 and 5 illustrate other embodiments of the 
invention. 

In Fig. 1, there-isshown an electron lenS. Sys 
tem comprising three apertured metallic diskS 
i6, , 2, axially aligned and spaced. The disks 

: are provided, respectively, With central apertures 
5. 
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3, 4, 5through which is projected. a cathode 
ray beann represented by the arrow i 6 and Which 
isto, be deflected by the electron lens system. 
To this end, the outer disks 10 and 2 are con 
nected to the positive terminal of a Source: of Uni 
directional potential, such as the battery, While 
the central disk f is connected to the negative 
terminal of this battery. In such an electron 
lens: System, the stream of electrons 6, after 
passingthrough the aperture 3,are madeto: con 
verge through the action of the highly repellent 
electrostatic:field. created by the lensmember. , 

In:Figs. 2 and;3, thereisshoWna portion of an 
electron microscope employing an electron lenS 
System of the type illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
electron microscope includes a cylindricalmetallic 
envelope 8 in which the disks. 3-2 are sup 
ported. The, two outer disks i0, 2 are machined 
tofit.snugly within the envelopei. The central 

i electrode fis: held betweent:Wo partS. ES, 20 of 
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a ring insulator constituted of any Suitable di 
electric material, such as for example glass, or 
Micalex, The partis i 9 and 2 are machined on 
their outer edgesto conform to the inner diam 
eter of envelope 8 andare provided on their 
inner edges With grooves 2 for engaging the 

- outer edge of electrode il. 
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In assembly of the electron lens System Within 
the envelope 8, a pair of cylindrical spacers 22 
and 23 are interposed, respectively, between the 
parts i 9 and 20 and the disks and A2. An 
additional pair of cylindrical metallic spacers 24, 
25 engage the opposite faces of disks 9 and 2 
to maintain these disks in spaced relation With 
other elements of the electron microscope. In 
this composite electron lens structure, the insu 
lating part:S 9, 20 maintain the electrode il cen 
traliy aligned within envelope 18, as well as insu 
late this electrode from the envelope and the 
electrodes 10 and 2 so that electrode i maybe 
Operated at a high negative potential. At the 
Same time, the spacers 22, 23 maintain the elec 
trodes in a, desired aXial spacing. As shown in 
Fig. 3, the electrode O is provided With aperture 
26 through which extends a tubular conductor 27 
connected to the outer edge of disk f to Supply 
this disk With the high negative potential at 
Whichit Operates. 
Where it is desired to operate the electrode i 

at very high potential with respect to the re 
maining parts of the electron system, the surface 



2 
and Volume leakage of the insulating means em 
ployed must be considered. One manner in 
Which the insulating path may be increased, 
While the insulator area, is reduced, is illustrated 
in Fig. 4 in which a rod-like insulator 30 of a 
Vitreous material, such as PyreX, extends about 
Substantially the entire periphery of the lens 
member land is bent into a shape such that it 
contacts the envelope 18 and the lens member i 
at a plurality of spaced points 3, 32. The por 
tions of the insulator member 30 adiacent the 
points 3 are grooved to engage the outer edge 
of lens member l in the same manner as the 
grooves 2 of the insulators 9 and 20 in the 
structure of Fig. 2. The insulator 30 is machined 
at the points 32 to conform to the inner diameter 
of envelope 8. 

In one method of constructing the insulator 30, 
an ordinary cane glass rod is used and is bent on 
a fiat Surface or plate around Spaced pegs set in 
the plate to obtain a desired configuration of the 
insulator. With this construction, the insulator 
path between the points of contact 3 and 32 With 
the electrode li and the envelope 8 is increased to 
permit the use of higher Voltages between these 
elements of the lens. Moreover, since the glass 
insulator 30 possesses a certain amount of resili 
ency, the open ends 34, 35 may be sprung apart 
slightly to permit insertion of lens ?i into the 
grooves at points 3 i prior to assembly into the 
envelope i8. This type of insulation may also 
be molded or machined to the desired shape. 
Also, any suitable insulating material other than 
glass may be used, for example, porcelain or 
steatite. 
A stili further Variation useful in certain cases 

is shoWn in Fig. 5, in Which a configuration of the 
insulator 30' differing slightly from that of in 
sulator 30 is obtained. The insulator 30'isshown 
as a small surface area, in contact With the lens f l 
at the points 3', while the number of such points 
has been reduced, thereby permitting the use of 
eVen still higher Voltages in connection With the 
electron lens system. In this embodiment, the 
insulator 3' provideS a three-point Suspension of 
the disk il Within the lens system. 
The invention described herein may be used to 

adVantage in cathode ray devices in permitting 
the employment Of potentials On an electron lens 
System Which have previousy been found impos 
Sible because of the breakdown of the insulators 
required in such Systems. Numerous additional 
modifications may obViously be made in my in 
vention and I aim in the appended claimsto cover 
all such variations as come Within the true spirit 
and scope of my invention. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States, is: 
1. A lens System for an electron microscope of 

the type including a cylindrical metallic envelope, 
said System comprising three parallel disk-like 
metallic members having aligned central aper 
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2,400,331 
tures, the Outer of said members being in contact 
With said enVelope throughout substantially their 
entire circumference, insulating means contacting 
Said envelope and the third of said members at a 
plurality of points for supporting said third mem 
ber transversely to the axis of said envelope, and 
cylindrical Spacers interposed between said in 
sulating means and saidouter members, said in 
sulating means contacting said third member 
Solely at the outer edge of said member, Whereby 
the region betWeen Said third member and Said 
Outer members may be substantially completely 
evacuated, said insulating means and said third 
member being substantially coplanar Whereby 
Said third member may be operated at a, high pO 
tential With respect to both said envelope and Said 
outer members. 

2. In a cathode ray tube having a metallicen 
velope and a centrally apertured metallic disk 
like lens member maintained at a substantial 
Voltage With respect to Said envelope, an insulator 
for supporting said lens member Within said en 
velope comprising a rodmember extending around 
substantially the entire periphery of said lens 
member and contacting Said envelope and Said 
lens member at a plurality of Spaced pointS, the 
cross-sectional area of said rodi member being 
Substantially smaller than the distance betWeen 
the outer edge of said lens member and the in 
ner Surface of Said envelope to reduce the area, 
of the insulator path between said lens member 
and Said enVelope. 

3. In a cathode ray tube haVing a metallic en 
velope and a centrally apertured metallic disk 
like lens member maintained at a Substantial Volt 
age with respect to said envelope, an insulator 
for Supporting said lens member Within said en 
velope comprising a Vitreous rod eXtendingaround 
substantially the entire periphery of said lens 
member and contacting said envelope and said 
member at a plurality of Spaced points, the cross 
sectional area of said rod being Substantially 
Smaller than the distance between the Outer edge 
of Said lens member and the inner surface of Said 
envelope, said rod being adapted at its points of 
contact With said lensmemberto engage the outer 
edge of Said member. 

4. In a cathode ray tube having a metallic en 
velope and a centrally apertured metallic disk 
like lensmembermaintained at a substantial Volt 
age With respect to said envelope, an insulator for 
supporting said lens member within said envelope 
comprising a rod of insulating material eXtending 
around substantially the entire periphery of Said 
lens member and contacting said enVelope and 
said member at a plurality of Spaced points, said 
rod, being adapted at its points of contact With 
said, lens memberto engage the oluter edge of Said 
member, and saidrodhaving a pair of ends Which 
may be spread apart to permit insertion of said 
lens memberin Said grooveS. 

CHARLES H. BACHMAN. 


